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Item
Number

J1

J2

J3

Picture

Item description
Baby Play Mat

Cot Risers

Baby Scratch Mittens

Benefits
-Safe place for babies to play
-Bright & stimulating colours

-For babies/ children prone to chest
or reflux/colic problems risers to
height of one end of the cot,

Cost

50p

50p

-Perfect for babies who have
itchy eczema & want to scratch.

50p
J4

J5

Baby play nest

-Multi-sensory features help

A self-contained play
environment for babies and
toddlers with textures, patterns
and sounds to explore

stimulate touch, vision and hearing

Bumbo

-Supports your baby in an upright

50p

sitting position for maximum comfort

50p
J6

CALMING CLIPPER 10pc
Haircutting Kit for Sensory
Sensitivity

-Virtually Silent and Non-Vibrating
-Ideal for anyone with sensory
sensitivity who prefers a more
relaxed hair cut

£1.00

J. Miscellaneous
Item
Number

J7

Picture

Item description
Crelling Houdini Harness

-Designed to offer postural support

(Model 22C -4yrs to 6yrs)

or in the case of learning difficulties

This harness is designed for
use on vehicle & aircraft seats,
wheelchairs & stair lifts
Suitable for single & bench
seats.

J8

J9

Benefits

and challenging behaviour, a certain
degree of restraint.
-To fit access is required where the

Houdini Stop! Harness
It consists of two simple
clips joined by a length of
material. The clips connect
onto the existing car seat
straps
Neck Support Cushion

-Prevents child from taking their

-Fleece covered

buggy’s & in aeroplanes
-Especially good for those who have

Cooling Gel Pillow

£2.00

seat back meets the seat cushion
arms out of their harnessing.

£1.00
-Helps support the head in car seats,

a tendency to be ‘nodding dogs’

J10

Cost

50p

-May help some children who are
sensory seekers & like cool things
-Can provide a cool weight for a
child

£1.00

-May help with sleep

J11

Vibrating Watch for Toilet
Training

-Discreet reminder for a child to go
to the toilet.
-Helps train regular toileting habits
-Could also be used as a reminder
for medications

£2.00

